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About This Game

CUTE MONSTERS BATTLE ARENA is a massively addictive turn based strategy RPG with intense action and difficult
puzzles.

This game allows the user to become a great cutie master trainer, capture more than 1200 outstanding monsters, upgrade their
skills and form deadly strategies to defeat his enemies.

Explore incredible worlds in your journey, from big modern cities to traditional villages, pirate islands, icy frozen arctic
landscapes to hot pyramid deserts and hunted realms full of the undead darkness forces.

Meet a lot of friends and enemies in your quest to become the ultimate beast master.

Capture as many powerful monsters as you can to constantly make your team stronger and use the weak ones as fusing material
for your favorite ones.

Catch all the creatures that fight you and evolve them into new, stronger forms.
From tigers to lions, from eagles to dragons, from wolves to monkeys to powerful insects, from mythical creatures to ordinary

monsters you have to use their magical skills and fight these fantastic foes.

The war has already started. To survive these games you need a powerful guild so always know it's strengths and weaknesses as
well as a great battle strategy.

Play with your friends using our multiplayer features and use their powers and skills as summoners allies!
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Collect Diamonds and Coins to summon better magical beasts with fantasy like abilities.

### FEATURES
★Epic intense battles that will hook you for weeks!

★ Over 1200 Cutie monsters!
★ Over 650 intense fun missions!

★ Addictive game play for hundreds of hours of action!
★ Master the Trainer arts of war and strategy with fire, water, electricity, earth and darkness

★ Train & Fuse your creatures to create the ultimate guild
★ Become one of the best summoners in the world

★ Evolve dragons, wolves, lions, dinosaurs, snakes, eagles, insects, elephants, and sea creatures to increase your team power and
become invincible!

★ Summon legendary creatures to fight for you in the Arena and slay the fantastic bosses
★ Hugely addictive match 3 to fuel your attacks

★ Ally with friends to boost your power
★ A huge variety of missions to play from dungeons to volcano to deserts or tropical islands, frozen arctic or hell like

landscapes
★Incredible story line in which you have to capture creatures and use their abilities

★ One of the best action & adventure games on your PC

You may have played other MMORPG before but nothing will compare to this experience!
Become a legendary trainer!

Start playing Cute Monsters Battle Arena today!

Art Credits:
https://smiley-fakemon.deviantart.com
https://master-rainbow.deviantart.com
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Title: Cute Monsters Battle Arena
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Play Spirit Limited
Publisher:
Play Spirit Limited
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017
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cute monsters battle arena. cute monsters battle arena download

Interesting mix of strategy and puzzle elements with Fakemon!

While it doesn't really speak to me as a gamer, it's still probably a well done game.
If you're looking for a casual game to play on a fairly weak laptop, this one appears to be a good choice. I enjoy listening to the
music while playing. They are quite relaxing.

Questions:
When are DLC soundtracks available?
PvP instead of current allies system?. Although being a mobile port, the game functions well on my laptop.
No lag or freeze whatsoever. The design and UI is very beautiful.

Pro:
-\tCute monsters. Though none of them are original pokemon, this game has the pokemon feel to it. A must-have for all the
pokemon fans.
-\tMany missions and hundreds of monsters to be collected
-\tFun anime style music
-\tGems match 3 movement is smooth and solid
-\tBeautiful map

Cons:
-\tTutorial isn\u2019t clear on how to locate the needed materials to evolve my monsters
-\tSide missions are pretty challenging from the start
-\tNo PvP
-\tNo Steam achievement?
-\tNo Steam Cloud? How do I save my progress?

At 30% off the original price, I don't mind adding this to my collection.
Being a Pokemon fans, I\u2019m glad there is game like this in my Steam collection.
. 6\/10
Fun & addicting. Easy to pick up, but tough to get the full understanding of the strategy.

Pros
Fun & simple game
Adorable artwork
Smooth match 3 gameplay
RPG elements are good, but the storyline is too simple.

Cons
I don't feel like it is super grindy yet, still having fun, but hard to tell if I will feel like it is grindy after I figure out how to earn
more gems and coins.
No guild to join?
No PvP?

If you enjoy match-3 games especially those like Puzzle Quest with its RPG elements you'll love this.. wtf fake pokemon game.
A very poorly entertaining wallet sucking "freemium" - Not worth the installation space.. A very poorly entertaining wallet
sucking "freemium" - Not worth the installation space.. Cute Monsters Battle Arena gives its players everything that they want
from a Match 3-game. Upgradable units and Masters, a lot of missions, solid graphics and music.
However gameplay may become grindy after a while, not to mention being repetitive quickly. If it wasn\u2019t for the cute
\u201cpokemonish\u201d monsters, I would have requested a refund!. I like the concept knowing it gives me a Puzzles and
Dragons vibes cross with Pokemon-esque based creatures. However there are things that makes this game hard to enjoy. One
thing that bugged me first was that I couldn't change the screen resolution, which is a pretty minor issue that can be fixed. There
is no exit button or quit game button unless you're in a dungeon. That kind of sucks when you have players who have no idea on
how to escape and want to do something else, that can cause a wave of frustration. Now the major issue I have with this game is
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the audio settings. I turned them down because they were too loud for me, but it didn't do anything. Music worked fine but
anything that contained a sound clip never muted and both of them were at zero percent. I love sound when applied to games but
not when they can give you constant headaches and can't be turned off properly.
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poor music
-female trainers only
-lazy art & animations
-terrible gameplay
-it's not cute at all. Gems of War + Fakemon!
Quite addictive if you play long enough.
I love everything about this match 3 attack game except this:
-No storyline??
-Why are side missions so difficult?
-How do I find my evolve materials? Is there a way to locate them earlier before accidentally using them to fuse my leader?
-No PvP?. Love the cool anime style music tracks.
Haven’t played much of the game yet.
How do I get more gems?
Just completed Side Mission 26. Would like to unlock new “Masters” in this game.
Wonder what they do in the game.
Any updates planned?
. Fakemon + candy crush saga on your PC!!

The game is OK if you don't mind paying a few bucks for some match 3 action with strategy.

I see that some people hated the fact that the game ripping off Pokemon design.
However as far as I could tell, none of the monsters are original Pokemon.
I gotta admit that the match 3 mechanism is pretty smooth despite being a mobile port.
Don\u2019t mind playing it while attending a boring lecture. Good enough to waste some time.. Welcome to a bad mobile port
where they has removed the in-game cash shop
that you used to spend real money on. So now you are forced to wait for 24 hours to refill half of your stamina bar so that you
can play more = very bad move

This game was first free2play here on Steam and then they changed it so it did cost 7\u20ac
and now again they made it free2play "with no information given to why they did make the change in payment.

Note: There are no way to play this game in windowed mode or turn on \/ off sound or music
"There are still many things to add and tweak in this game, so there are no way i can give this game a positive review

Worth to play? not really unless they put more work into it :P. poor music
-female trainers only
-lazy art & animations
-terrible gameplay
-it's not cute at all
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